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ABSTRACT / INTRODUCTION

Research software is a significant and vital component of research. The FAIR for Research Software Working Group (FAIR4RS WG) is a global community that advocates for and raises awareness of FAIR (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, Reusable) research software through regional and international collaboration.

The FAIR4RS Principles recently developed by the FAIR4RS WG are relevant to the larger ecosystem that supports research software. As RSEs and advocates for RSEs, we encourage global involvement in developing a clear and measurable path to progressively improve the FAIRness of research software, leading to better research practices, such as replicability, reproducibility, and increased recognition and transparency.

This session will outline how the RSE AUNZ community can participate in co-producing guidelines for implementation of the FAIR4RS Principles, to help encourage and streamline adoption. The emergence of community implementation strategies will assist in demonstrating the value placed upon adoption of the FAIR4RS Principles and encourage policy makers to also embrace implementation.

This work is valuable to RSEs, researchers, the scientific community, organisations that create, modify, manage, share, protect, fund and preserve research software, and others with an interest in the FAIR4RS Principles.
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